UL DESIGN: U498, W419

1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 42
TEST: NGC 2542

UL DESIGN: U497, W419

1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
1/2" RESILIENT CHANNEL 24" O.C.
5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 48
TEST: NGC 2541

UL DESIGN: U497, W419

1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
2 LAYERS 5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 48
TEST: NGC 2507

UL DESIGN: U497, W419

1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
1/2" RESILIENT CHANNEL 24" O.C.
2 LAYERS 5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 51
TEST: NGC 2540

UL DESIGN: U498, W419

5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD
1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 48
TEST: NGC 2534

UL DESIGN: U498, W419

5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD
1" FIRE-SHIELD SHAFTLINER
2 1/2" 25GA. CT, CH, OR I STUDS 24" O.C.
1 1/2" GLASS FIBER INSULATION
1/2" RESILIENT CHANNEL 24" O.C.
5/8" FIRE-SHIELD GYPSUM BOARD

STC 52
TEST: NGC 2538
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